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Ambition of the European Education Area:

• outward-looking schools and teachers 

• meaningful learning experiences for all 

pupils

• innovative and inclusive education systems

“Having enough passionate – positive, 

engaged, ambitious – and highly competent 

teachers and school leaders, inspiring all 

learners to reach their full potential, is crucial.”
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Ten years of European collaboration
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‘Supporting 

teacher 

educators’

‘Shaping 

career-long 

perspectives 
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‘Teachers and 

school leaders 

in schools as 

learning 

organisations’

‘Supporting 
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competence 

development’

‘European ideas 

for better learning: 

the governance of 

school education 

systems’

2010
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• Motivation

• Talent and competence

• Diverse opportunities

• Professional identity

• School climate
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Challenges

recruitment

retention

and regeneration



“Time for change” or making 
improvements to what you have

How to have…

… visible and diverse opportunities 

…for the needs of individual as well as all professionals

…with coherent support



Diverse career paths in school education

Marco Snoek

Professor of Learning & Innovation

Amsterdam University of Applied 

Sciences

Representative for The Netherlands



The organisational structure of teaching
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The implications for teacher development
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Ready teachers???
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https://www.aitsl.edu.au/tools-resources/ 

/action-now-classroom-ready-teachers

Teacherready.org

http://www.nea.org/home/profession-ready-teachers.html

www.coalitionforteachingquality.org/



A narrow and static view on the profession

Dominant messages:

• To be a teacher implies teaching in classrooms

• Teachers need to meet the qualifications from the start

Raises questions concerning:

• How to (also) recognise the voice of teachers in development 

and innovation? 

• How do teachers stay passionate throughout their career?

• How can the profession be structured to facilitate variation, 

challenge, growth and recognition?



Career progression
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Diverse roles and opportunities

Moving upwards

Moving up and along

Moving sideways

Changing contexts

Adding layers

Moving in and out





Mapping possibilities: A Dutch example

Snoek et al (2019) Reframing the teacher profession as a dynamic multifaceted profession 
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Diverse choice: what can schools and 
systems do?

A. Rinkinen (2018) Teacher career possibilities in Finland

• Identify choice through 

mapping

• Diversify opportunities –

recognise formal and 

non-formal roles

• Make opportunities 

visible



Questions and comments?

Marco Snoek



Your turn! Add an ‘X’ to show your career path

Moving upwards

Moving up and along

Moving sideways

Changing contexts

Adding layers

Moving in and out

X

X X



• A first look at the results from 

2500 participants

Survey on teacher 
careers

Image: Stephanie Cook @stephtcook from Unsplash
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Survey on careers

1. In your region, how would you describe the public attitude 
towards teacher careers?

Positive (teaching is considered a desirable career) 27%

Neutral (neither a positive nor negative public attitude) 44%

Negative (teacher careers are not desirable) 29%



2. In your region, how realistic are the following opportunities 
for teachers within their schools or their wider community?: 

New position 

of 

responsibility 

Advising

other

schools

Inspector

or 

evaluator

Cultural 

leader

Ministry or 

regional 

authority 

advisor

Possible, and teachers 

already do it

50% 34% 29% 24% 19%

Possible, but teachers 

don’t take the 

opportunity

28% 35% 36% 35% 32%

Not possible, but 

teachers would like to 

have this opportunity

22% 31% 35% 41% 49%



Survey on careers

3. Does your school or a school you know have transparent and regular 

teacher evaluations that lead to planning for Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD) or recommendations for career advancement?

Yes, there are transparent and regular teacher evaluations, which are often 

used to plan CPD or career advancement 22%

Some teacher evaluations are carried out, but they are not regular and do 

not often lead to planning for CPD or to recommendations 46%

No, there aren’t any regular teacher evaluations in the school 32%



Survey on careers

4. Is there a lot of support available for teachers to plan and manage 

their career paths (e.g. a framework for competence development, information 

on roles and pathways, courses leading to new specialist qualifications)?

Yes, there is a lot of support available for career progression 

and teachers use it 25%

Maybe, but teachers are unaware of the support available 

to them for career progression 38%

No, most teachers feel there is little or no support for 

managing their career progression 37%



Survey on careers

5. In your school or a school you know, is becoming a head teacher 

the ultimate career goal?

Yes, the ultimate goal is to become a head teacher 12%

No, but teachers want to progress to more responsibility or variety in 

addition to their classroom teaching 48%

No, teachers prefer to focus only on classroom teaching 40%



Supporting individual careers

Kay Livingston

Professor of Educational Research 

Policy and Practice

University of Glasgow

Representative for the Association 

for Teacher Education in Europe



• Teachers have different 

characteristics, abilities and 

personal experiences.

• The challenge for those 

supporting professional 

development and career 

progression is to understand 

teachers as individuals.

Understanding teachers as individuals

Miloslav_Ofukany on Pixabay

https://pixabay.com/users/miloslav_ofukany-685491/


Recognising teachers as individuals

• Talent and competence         
(individual characteristics, talents, motivations and 

capabilities required for professional role) 

• Career competence
(capacity to be able to navigate and make 

decisions about their own career)

A support structure that aims to stimulate and 

support progression needs a more nuanced 

understanding of a teacher’s strengths and 

challenges for development in relation to their 

individual motivations, competences, experiences 

and opportunities. Image: shutterstock.com



Support from school and system

• Potential challenge between taking into 

account the motivations and needs of 

individual teachers and considering and 

supporting all professionals within the 

system as a whole. 

• Necessary to balance the needs of 

individual teachers with the needs of their 

students, the aims of the school and the 

education system …

• … linking individual teacher development to 

school development can help teachers to 

build careers appropriate to the context in 

which they work, individually and within teams. 

Photo by ThisisEngineering RAEng on Unsplash
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A framework for careers (may 

incorporate or be linked to a 

“competence” framework) - offer a 

way to assist in linking and making 

visible support structures and 

guiding decision-making within a 

broad context of conditions. 

Conditions include identifying 

opportunities and signposting 

different potential career pathways

for teachers.

Framework for careers in school education

A. Rinkinen (2018) Teacher career possibilities in Finland



• Have a developmental purpose. 

• Contribute to the development of 

understanding of what is expected and 

what is possible in terms of teacher 

professional development and career 

development.

• Recognised as opportunities for 

dialogue to support and stimulate 

discussion between teachers and 

between teachers, school leaders and 

policy makers. 

Framework for careers in school education

Example from Portugal



Supporting effective career development dialogue

• The conditions that nurture and enable 

dialogue between teachers and for 

example, their peers, mentors, lead 

teachers, school leaders and other 

relevant stakeholders need to be 

identified and put in place.

• It is not only engaging in dialogue that 

matters, although the opportunities to do 

so are an essential prerequisite, the 

quality of the dialogue is important for 

teachers’ professional development and 

career progression.

Image:pxfuel.com
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• Greater the variation in career possibilities for teachers to meet their 

individual needs and aspirations, the greater the requirement for different 

types of support and supporters.

• Widen the range of possible stakeholders who can act as supporters or 

teacher educators for teachers at different times of their career 

according to their different needs (be they professional development needs or 

career guidance). 

• Some of these supporters may not recognise themselves as teacher 

educators or be traditionally recognised as a teacher educator which 

highlights the need to identify, map and name a wider pool of supporters 

available to teachers, particularly when teacher seek advice about alternative 

career paths or roles.

‘Hidden’ and ‘new’ teacher educators



• For teachers to share strengths and 

challenges and make career 

decisions requires open and honest 

dialogue and everyone involved 

needs to be supported in gaining 

the knowledge, skills and 

dispositions to engage in dialogue 

that is recognised as worthwhile. 

Conditions for quality dialogue

• The conditions needed include understanding how to develop and build 

trusting relationships for dialogue to take place, the provision of time for 

dialogue and recognition of the value of structured dialogue as 

professional development.

120806-F-YY717-006" by phoenixblue0 is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/11498299@N07/7733320048
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• Career Competence needs to be recognised enabling teachers to make 

informed decisions about their professional development and career path. A 

step in policy action is for Career Competence to become accepted system-

wide as part of teacher development and routine professional practice. 

• A framework for teacher careers needs to recognise and make visible the 

diverse paths and forms of support that are possible, as well as the continuum 

of professional development for teachers. Personal development plans should 

be linked to school development plans.

• Action that enables structured dialogue and reflection is needed, including 

specific training for these conversations, in order to enable quality dialogue 

that supports individual teacher’s professional development and career 

progression.

Supporting individual teacher development: in summary



School heads and the wider picture of 
professional development and careers

Liesbeth Hens

Director of Initial and continuous Teacher 

Education

Artevelde University of Applied Sciences, Ghent

Representative for Belgium (Flemish Community)



The careers of school heads

School heads are 

important actors to 

achieve school quality…

But they are often 

neglected career-wise.

They encounter the same 

problems as teachers…

But require some specific 

attention

FIONA

(Teacher)

Teacher for 6 years 

and Head of Science 

for 2.5 years.

This is the 3rd school 

she has taught in and 

it is larger than the 

others. She enjoys 

innovating her 

practice and that of 

colleagues.

KASIA

(Business Manager)

She has a business 

management degree 

and owns her own 

health care company.

There is a shortage 

of school heads in 

her city. 

She is active in the 

community but no 

teaching experience.

BERNARD

(School Head)

Teacher for 15 years 

and then Head for 5 

years.

He has been in the 

same school all his 

career. He took the 

Head role when a 

former colleague left 

suddenly due to 

health reasons.



Who wants to be / to stay a school head? 

• Clear recruitment

guidelines & 

identification of future 

school heads

• Non traditional 

recruitment paths

• Workload and isolation 

– support shared 

leadership?
Lucija Karnelutti (OBESSU) 



How to become a school head? 

• Importance of training: initial, 

induction and CPD

• Based on agreed competences: 

pedagogical, leadership, 

managerial, judicial

Institute of Advanced Studies of Education and Training (IH2EF) in France. 
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Supporting the careers of school heads

Support “middle ground” of local stakeholders

https://utdanning.no/yrker/beskrivelse/rektorskoleleder


The wider picture of professional development

• Link CPD with career progression

• Facilitate networking between 

providers

• System-wide approaches to school 

organisation – help coherent approach 

to supporting career progression

Teacher education in Slovakia

Photo: Mgr. Szilárd Fecsó, Methodology and Pedagogy Centre, Slovak Republic



Questions and comments?

Marco Snoek Kay Livingston Liesbeth Hens


